
 
 

Teacher Advisory Committee to the Superintendent 
Meeting Summary Notes: Monday, October 8, 2007 

 
Meeting Summary Notes are intended to serve as the superintendent’s reflection on the discussions that occur during advisory committee meetings.  

They are not intended to be exhaustive.  Instead, they are intended to serve as a general record for our on-going efforts to assess our needs, 
determine our goals, map out our strategies, and evaluate our policies, procedures and programs.  Participants should contact the superintendent if 

they observe any critical oversight or misinterpretation in these notes. 
 
Participants present: LeeAnn Bowling-Angle (AHS), Allison Hicklin (AHS), Erika Daly (BSES), Angela Isbell (CES), Josh Craft (CMS), Lori Moore 
(FSES), Jeanne Smith (FSES), LeeAnn Gray (MVES), Sherry Craft (SES), Renee Warren (SES), Mary Jane Mutispaugh, Rob Carpenter, Bob 
Grimesey.  Absent:  Honor Hartsfield (AHS), Betsy Carter (CMS), Robert Shaw (CES). 
 
1.  Participants affirmed the summary notes of the September 10 TAC meeting with the following revision to item #11.  “Only one participant said she 
did not participate in direct deposit.  She said she had several personal and private reasons for not participating.  She added that she hoped that 
direct deposit would not become a mandatory policy.”  
 
2.  Dr. Grimesey provided the following follow-up reports based on discussions that occurred during the September 10 TAC meeting: 

a. Follow up to item #6: During the September 11 administrative staff meeting, principals agreed that building-level accommodations can be made 
for almost all teachers who need to leave their buildings temporarily during open house events and parent conferences in order to fulfill their 
parental obligations at their children’s schools.  

b. Follow-up on Item #7: Many school calendars do not display staff development days.  As a result, one can not conclude that on-line school 
calendars provide proof that Alleghany County has committed more time to staff development than most other school divisions.  During a 
Region VI meeting in late September, Sarah Campbell, assistant superintendent for instruction, engaged her counter-parts in a comparison of 
their school divisions’ respective calendar commitments to staff development.   She found great variation among school divisions with 
Alleghany being in the mid-range in terms of its calendar commitment.  Dr. Grimesey reaffirmed the importance of staff development days in 
the calendar.  He also reviewed some of the many competing demands that confront the calendar committee each year it resumes its task.  A 
participant noted that she was aware that Alleghany County was among few school divisions that make an effort to involve teachers in the 
annual development of the calendar.  Other participants added that they appreciated the efforts made by the school division to invite teacher 
input. 

 
3.  Three discussion topics were carried over from the September 10 meeting.  The first involved computer use and internet access.  A participant 
said some teachers expressed concern that their internet and email activity was monitored during work hours, and that they might be disciplined if 
they used their school computer network access for personal use.  Dr. Grimesey said all employee use of the school division computer network was 
governed by the school division’s acceptable use policy, which could be accessed on the school division web site.  He said the policy was not 
intended to prohibit brief personal use of the network for routine personal tasks during employee break times, such as checking the news or weather 
or other brief and appropriate personal activities.  He equated such activities to using the school telephone to make a quick call to one’s hairdresser 
or mechanic during a planning period.  He stressed that all such use must be consistent with the acceptable use policy and that all employees 
should avoid accessing any web sites that provide streaming audio or video presentations that draw bandwidth away from priority instructional uses.  
He noted that the ETC has the capacity to monitor network usage as needed, but that the school division does not have the interest or the 
manpower to engage in “big brother” style scrutiny of employee network traffic. 
 
3.  The second topic carried over from September 10 was related to Compass Learning.  A participant asked if all teachers should pace their 
assignments on the same schedule since Compass Learning benchmarks have been established for each six weeks.  Mrs. Mutispaugh noted that 
such alignment might apply during the first six weeks, but not during the subsequent six weeks as individual student learning paths started to vary.  
Variations in the pace by which different students progress will require teachers to manage instructional activities exclusive of Compass.  A 
participant suggested that teachers be provided with more opportunities to share ideas on how to make best use of Compass Learning.  Mrs. 
Mutispaugh noted that such opportunities will be provided during the school division’s next in-service/workday on October 16. 
 
4.  The third topic carried over from September 10 involved SOL checklists.  A participant said she had counted at least 17 factors that she needed 
to monitor in order to make sure her students met all of the accountability requirements.  Dr. Grimesey noted that it is impossible to serve in public 
education and avoid feeling the weight associated with the many federal and state accountability requirements.  At the same time, he repeated his 
commitment to doing everything he can to make sure that our many “data driven decisions” do not cause us to forget that we remain a “people-
oriented business.”  He told the participant that the administrative staff will continue to do everything it can to keep the demands down to those that 
are most essential.   
 
5.  A participant said it takes too long for many technology work orders to receive attention from the educational technology center (ETC).  She said 
it appears that ETC is understaffed.  Dr. Grimesey said ETC staffing meets the requirements of the Virginia Standards of Quality (SOQs), but he 
added that he felt the SOQs did not reflect the increasing demands of technology in public schools.  In recognition of the increasing demands, he 
said the School Board last year approved funding to pay stipends to technology residents experts (TREs) in each school.  He noted that a new 
formal approach to training and development of TREs is currently underway but there remains variation in the capability of TREs from one school to 
another.  He asked participants to encourage their colleagues to be patient with their TREs and to allow a year for their skill levels to rise to a 
consistent level.  Mrs. Mutispaugh noted that the goal of the TRE training and development program is to bring all of the TREs up to a point at which 
they can provide diagnostic services and remedies for simple problems such a recognition of user problems, printer hook-ups and other work orders 
that currently dilute ETC services and extend response time for more serious work orders.  In the meantime, Mrs. Mutispaugh explained that ETC 
has revised its work order priority assignment procedure to allow greater weight for the amount of time that work orders have been delayed.  If a 



work order has not received an ETC response within three weeks, Mrs. Mutispaugh said the staff member should make a copy of the original work 
order, write “second request” and the new date across the top and resubmit it.  Participants asked if any consideration had been given to an 
automated work order system.  Mrs. Mutispaugh said she would look into it with Dr. Campbell and one of them would report back in November. 
 
6. Another participant asked about the differences in roles between the ETC employees, the instructional technology resource teachers (ITRTs) and 
the school-based TREs.  Mrs. Mutispaugh explained that ETC employees provide the bulk of installation, trouble-shooting and maintenance services 
for technology hardware, software and the school division network.  The ITRTs promote and support instructional technology applications in the 
classroom.  They may assist with some trouble-shooting in staff applications of technology, but their primary responsibility is to provide training and 
assistance to staff in order to help increase and refine their use of technology.  TREs serve as part-time on-site extensions of ETC for initial 
diagnosis and simple trouble-shooting.  They may provide some informal consultation on instructional technology applications, but their primary 
responsibility is to assist with ETC functions.     
 
6.  Prior to the TAC meeting, a participant submitted the following concern.  She asked for an explanation for the existence of what is commonly 
known as “Alleghany High School time.”  For years, the clocks at Clifton Middle and Mountain View have been set 10 minutes behind real time 
because “that’s the time at Alleghany High School.”  Keven Rice, director of administrative services, investigated the matter and submitted a written 
report that was read by Dr. Grimesey during the TAC meeting.  Mr. Rice said he had been intrigued by “Alleghany High School time” upon his arrival 
in early 2006.  However, when he investigated the matter with building-level officials, he was told that the process was intended to accommodate the 
Jackson River Technical Center schedule.  Given other priorities, he let the matter drop.  Based on the TAC concern, however, Mr. Rice revisited the 
issue with Tom Beirne, Director of JRTC.  After Mr. Beirne told him that the accommodation had nothing to do with JRTC, Mr. Rice consulted with 
principals at AHS, CMS and MVES and found no other reason to justify “Alleghany time.”  Therefore, Mr. Rice said he intends to recommend the 
elimination of the “Alleghany time” approach.  However, Mr. Rice cautioned that the change will require careful thought and proper execution since 
so many functions depend on the current process.  The change will require changes in bus schedules and any change will need to be preceded with 
an effective communications campaign with students, parents and employees at AHS, CMS, MVES and JRTC.  He plans to develop a plan of 
implementation with the principals and hopes to make the change some time in the near future. 
 
7.  A participant expressed concern that a substitute teacher had been approved by the school board on a Monday night and still was not available 
for assignment two days following the approval.  Mr. Carpenter explained that a reasonable amount of time should be expected for new appointees 
to be processed following school board appointment.  However, he felt that new substitutes generally were available to principals within two days 
following their school board appointments.  He said he would investigate the matter as it pertained to the processing of revised substitute employee 
lists within the given school.  (Following the meeting, Mr. Carpenter added the following.  Approximately 70 substitute teachers and 16 substitute 
teacher assistants were included on the substitute list provided to principals prior to the opening of school.  Additional substitute teachers and 
teacher assistants were approved at the September 17 School Board meeting. The new names were added to the list on September 18 and hard 
copies were placed in school mailboxes on September 19.  To expedite the process further, Mr. Carpenter said the human resources office will send 
revised substitute lists to principals by email attachment within 48 hours following School Board approval.) 
 
8.  Participants had no further comments in response to Dr. Grimesey’s invitation to offer input on revisions to the six-year plan.  He also invited 
employees to work with their principals to develop any recommendations for revisions to the five-year capital improvement plan.  He said capital 
improvement recommendations should reflect the consensus of stakeholders at each school.  He noted that the September issue of “Board Bits” 
provided employees with procedures by which they could submit their suggestions for both the school division’s comprehensive six-year 
improvement plan and the five-year capital improvement plan.   
 
9.  Participants reviewed a list of possible items to include on this year’s employee budget survey.  They suggested that the survey include a broader 
statement related to the need to expand guidance services at Clifton Middle and Alleghany High School.  They preferred the statement as follows:  
“Expand guidance services to promote attainment of 100% graduation rate.”  Participants said the broader statement may be more likely to appeal to 
all K-12 teachers instead of just teachers in grades 6-12.  Participants also supported the statement that encouraged expansion of electives at CMS 
and they recommended additional language that would specify electives related to career and technical education. 
 
10. Dr. Grimesey distributed an updated version of the document titled, “Positive ways for parents, employees and other residents to engage in 
public discourse related to Alleghany High School.”  He also distributed a calendar of coming events related to the School Board’s process of making 
a final decision regarding to Alleghany High School.  He noted that a forthcoming financial analysis will confirm that any major construction remedy 
to the high school facility issue is going to place a burden on tax payers and that the Board of Supervisors and School Board would be required to 
identify budget cuts and offsets to keep the burden to any manageable level.  He reminded participants that he has always tried to be honest and to 
state that any major project will require a positive vision for the future of our community and at least moderate degrees of risk and sacrifice.  A 
significant grassroots commitment on the part of all employees, parents and other residents will be necessary, he concluded. 
 
NEXT MEETING:  3:30 p.m. Monday, November 5 at the School Board’s Central office complex in Low Moor. 
 
The Alleghany County School Board does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, political affiliation, disability, or age in its 

programs and activities.  The following people have been designated as contacts regarding compliance issues associated with this non-
discrimination policy: Robert E. Carpenter, Director of Human Resources and Fred C. Vaughan, Jr., Director of Student Services at Alleghany 

County School Board, P.O. Drawer 140, 100 Central Circle, Low Moor, Va.,. 540-863-1814. 
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